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 27 people in IT

 3 BI resources in IT

 +25 ad-hoc BI users in the business

Do not have a data warehouse supporting 
the BI tool

 2009 expense budget was $3.7Mm (US)

 2009 capital budget was $3Mm (US)

Over 900 BI users

THG IT Stats
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Case Study: Steel Technologies LLC

Leveraging BI
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Steel Technologies LLC

Steel Technologies LLC

15415 Shelbyville Road

Louisville, KY 40245

www.steeltechnologies.com
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We Process the Steel That Makes Life Go

 50/50 JV between Mitsui USA and Nucor Corporation

 STTX processes flat-rolled steel to specific requirements for 

customers in a variety of steel-consuming industries including:

• automotive

• appliance

• lawn and garden

• office equipment

• agricultural

• machinery

• construction

STTX – The Company
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Products and Capabilities

 Product Lines: 

Cold Rolled Strip, One Pass Cold Rolled Strip, High 

Carbon and Alloy, Hot Rolled Pickled and Oiled, High 

Strength Low Alloy, Advanced High Strength Steels, 

Coated Products 

 Gauges:

.006" to .625" 

 Chemistry:

C1005 through C1095 Alloy Grades

 Capabilities:

Pickling, Slitting, Precision Rolling, Annealing, Cut To 

Length, Oscillating, Blanking - Exposed and Non 

Exposed, Edging, Engineered Products, Toll 

Processing

STTX – The Company
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STTX – The Company

Over 60% of our business is automotive related

2010 Sales by End Market
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 Annual revenues approximately $1.6B (FY2010)

 24 processing centers across the US, Canada & Mexico

• Cambridge,ONT

• Woodstock, ONT

• Canton, MI

• Holt, MI

• Woodhaven, MI

• Cleveland, OH

• Ottawa, OH

• Crawfordsville, IN

• Greensburg, IN

• Jeffersonville, IN

• Portage, IN

• Eminence, KY

• Ghent, KY

 Over 1,200 employees

STTX Metrics

• Murfreesboro, TN

• Clinton, NC

• Berkeley, SC

• Decatur, AL

• Madison, MS

• Juarez, MEX

• Matamoros. MEX

• Monterrey, MEX

• Saltillo, MEX

• Queretaro, MEX

• Puebla, MEX

HQ - Louisville, KY
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. . . a brief history . . .

 In 2006 STTX replaced legacy Finance & Human Resource 

systems with SAP

 In 2007 STTX attempted to replace legacy Sales, Purchasing and 

Manufacturing systems with SAP

• STTX went live with SAP at the Greensburg plant on 

12/01/08 but the system could not adequately support the 

business

• STTX rolled back to the legacy application on 10/01/09

- $13Mm in software licenses and project costs

- Litigation underway with SAP and Perrot Systems

- IT treading water

- Significant backlog of requested legacy enhancements 

 IT in desperate need of a purpose and a vision 
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STTX‟s Technical Challenges
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… the low lights …

Three non-integrated ERP systems supporting the business

Largest & most critical is AS/400-based, custom-built

• 60% RPG, 40% Genexus (obscure code generation tool)

• The database schema is unintelligible

• The application lacks any identifiable architecture and is not

transactional but rather „point-in-time‟

• The application is completely undocumented

• We have lost business because of system limitations

No consolidated reporting or business intelligence

Stale, brochure-ware external website & multiple, disjointed internal 

portals

STTX‟s Technical Challenges
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 Meet the current and mid-term needs of the business by adequately 

and cost-effectively maintaining/enhancing the legacy application

 Reduce the size of the technical services group while increasing the 

size of the business analysis group

 Leverage BI to quickly deliver high-value applications to the 

business while vetting potential ERP solutions

 Reduce the scope of the pending ERP effort by completely 

eliminating the reporting phase of the project

 Begin to dismantle the legacy application in a ‘brick by brick’

manner to shrink the scope of a new ERP project and to moderate 

the training of the user community

. . . the turn-around plan . . .

Applying the Secret Sauce
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Replace the current reporting platform with a Business 

Intelligence engine

• Build new internal & external portals to provide secure 

BI access to customers and employees any time of 

day, from any device, anywhere in the world

Replace the legacy EDI functions with an outsourced 

solution

Replace the “forms & labels” functionality with a packaged 

solution

Continue to look for other opportunities to remove 

functionality from the legacy application

. . . dismantle, brick-by-brick . . . 

Applying the Secret Sauce
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With the Right Tools You Can Build Anything

 BI Investments:
• WebFOCUS BI Tool

• iWAY ETL Tool

• DB2, SQL Server, Oracle & Progress DB Connectors

• Data Visualization Tool

 Investigating “Agile” BI Tools
• Combines Search & Analytics

- WebFOCUS Magnify (IBI)

- Latitude 2 (Endeca)
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Sales Analysis POC
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Sales Analysis POC
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Sales Analysis POC
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Sales Analysis Output Formats

 Can produce five different output formats 
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 Designed for off-line analysis.

 The user can interact with the data using analysis options similar to 

those found in an Excel workbook, without any connection to the 

server.  Analysis options include filtering, sorting, charting and much 

more.

 No additional plug-ins or programs required.

 Since no connection to the server is required to view that Active 

Report or to use the analysis options the report can be saved and 

used anywhere. 

The „Active HTML‟ Output Format
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Sales Analysis Run Options

 Can run interactively, deferred or can be scheduled to run at a later date and time
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Scheduled Report „Bursting‟

 Instead of sending an entire 

report to everyone on the 

distribution list, you can break a 

report into sections to be 

distributed separately.

 Bursting enables you to target 

relevant sections of a report to 

individual users.

 Each report section is saved 

as a separate file. 
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Sales Analysis Period Comparisons

 Can run summary level period comparisons
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Sales Analysis Visual Cues

 Can show Gross Margin % & Net Margin % in yellow highlight if below 5%, in red if below 0%
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Sales Analysis Metric Selection

 Users can select three different views of the standard reports
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Sales Analysis Filters

 Eleven filters each with a wide variety of available selections 
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Sales Analysis
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Sales Analysis
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Sales Analysis
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Sales Analysis
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Sales Analysis
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Sales Analysis
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Sales Analysis
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Agile BI – Search & Analytics 

 Imagine a BI tool that gives you the ability to immediately interrogate your entire 

universe of business data, allowing you to ask rather vague questions at first and 

then allowing you to sharpen your focus with subsequent iterations to drive to 

very granular answers by continually trimming the result sets presented to you. 

 You might not know exactly what you are looking for when you start your 

interrogation but you are guided through the process to arrive at an answer that 

is valid for that moment in time. 

 “Agile BI” is a technology compliment to “Traditional BI”. Traditional BI requires 

you to have a pretty good idea of what you are looking for when you start and, 

unless you are a super-user very comfortable with doing your own ad-hoc report 

writing, usually requires IT to build an application for you. Agile BI assumes that 

you are familiar with the data but not trained beyond the level of the average 

business person.

 Agile BI can combine structured data with unstructured data. The point-in-time 

precision of the answer makes printing your results, at least in a report format, 

somewhat irrelevant. 



Enterprise Structured Sources 

“Agile” BI
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“Traditional” BI 

ETL Systems

ERPFile 
Systems

CRM SCM SOA, ESB,
Web Service

Reports Dashboards
Predictive
Analysis

OLAP Cubes

Data 
Warehouse Data Marts

Enterprise Unstructured Sources 

Content Mgt 
Systems

Unstructured Data
Web RSS Feed
_                                         ________________________________________________________________________________

Social Media 

Analytics for  
Business 

Specialists

Why? High 
Dimensional 

Analysis

Side-to-Side 
BI

Agile BI – Compliments “Traditional” BI

ETL Systems
Unstructured Data 

Transformation
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Structured Data
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Subject: 011110-08 NNATower Auto Meridian 06 41424 

Due Date: Monday, January 11, 2010

Status: Complete

Percent Complete: 100%

Lot 011110-08 

PRODUCTION# 42420 

S  SO # CUSTOMER    GAUGE RANGE  WIDTH   TOLERANCE

93593 NNA TOWER A .0980 .1140  61.2500 +125-000 

COIL NO.    HEAT #     PO #  

323505       812K32350  16842 

322152       822K32350  16842 

TAG #   GAUGE RANGE  WIDTH  WEIGHT  CWT  

NW32783 .0980 .8888 61.8503 45800  27.28 

NW32915 .0980 .8888 61.8503 39890  27.28 

Item No.  11403 000 098 6125           

Base Item No.  02762    005

Part No  C18948AU          

Cst Spec 1058-K204/560-01 

Unstructured Data

Customer

Agile BI – Combining Structured and Unstructured Data  

Every data element 

becomes an index
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“Agile” BI
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“Traditional” BI 

Reports Dashboards
Predictive
Analysis

OLAP Cubes

Data 
Warehouse Data Marts

Analytics for  
Business 

Specialists

Why? High 
Dimensional 

Analysis

Side-to-Side 
BI

Agile BI – The Data Warehouse Killer?

Result SetResult Set Result Set Result Set

??????
Is Agile BI a data 

warehouse killer or 

a data warehouse 

builder?
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In Conclusion …

With the right BI tools and strategy it is 

entirely possible to greatly reduce the size, 

scope and duration of an ERP initiative. 

In some cases the ERP project can be 

completely eliminated or indefinitely 

postponed.
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Q & A

Thank You


